APPENDIX A2
PUBLIC COMMENT FROM
PUBLIC MEETING

Public
Comment

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

John Ciccarelli
Chelsea Young; June Farrell; Colby Wright
Fwd: Sampling of accidents and injuries as a result of jutting curbs and shoulder lips and cracks
Friday, January 22, 2016 1:37:37 AM
List of accidents and injuries from curbs and shoulders.xlsx
ATT00001.htm

FYI. In part, highlighting the need to remove the portions of the curbs that project into the
width of the shoulders that bicyclists use.
/JohnC
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Steve Schoger" <sschoger@comcast.net>
Subject: Sampling of accidents and injuries as a result of jutting
curbs and shoulder lips and cracks
Date: January 21, 2016 at 3:08:15 PM PST
To: <JMcGowan@thewoodlandstownship-tx.gov>
Hi John,
As a result of my attendance Tuesday’s Ped and Bicycle Master Plan public meeting this
past Tuesday, the 19th, and as a follow-up to a conversation I had with John Ciccarelli, I
have made a list, from memory, of crashes that have occurred on the shoulders of the
roadways in the Woodlands, as a result of the shoulder hazards – the jutting curbs at
the intersections and the lips and cracks between the asphalt shoulder and concrete
roadway. Attached is this list, which is a small sampling of the accidents that have
occurred…probably the tip of the iceberg…and it is only getting worse, with more
settlement of the substandard shoulders, creating wider cracks and deeper lips as real
hazards…where they probably weren’t hazards 10, 20, 30 or 40 years ago, right after
the roadway construction. (I started riding in the Woodlands in 1992, when I moved
here from Cleveland, Ohio, but I had mainly been a runner until 2002, when I needed
to switch to cycling because of knee issues).   
These shoulders are supposed to be the “safe haven” bike lane for cyclists, so a cyclist
could “safely” ride, without having to be in/on the lane of traffic; but these shoulders
are a curse and Trojan Horse…they are not a safe haven, as they are extremely
hazardous and risky to ride on. A cyclist has to pick his poison – ride on the shoulder
and risk going down with a serious injury as a result of these hazards, or ride in the
traffic lane, to the left of the white line, and risk being hit by a car or be otherwise
spooked, resulting in a crash and serious injury. Absolutely unacceptable for a
community that prides itself as “bike friendly”…these shoulders are along the routes
that thousands of cyclists use every week.
All of the cyclists on this list were obeying the rules of the road, and trying to ride in
what has been represented as the safe riding lane. The motorists don’t want us riding
in “their” lane, and are not willing to “share the road” or respect the vulnerably of the

road cyclist. The law enforcement who are the “police” of the Woodlands, the
Montgomery County Sheriff’s Office, have been known to issue ticket(s) to cyclist(s)
who are riding to the left of the white line, to avoid the hazards of the shoulders (I was
contacted by a cycling buddy of mine, and expert and nationally ranked mountain bike
rider and skilled road bike rider/racer, who told me of this incident last summer while
riding on Sterling Ridge Drive, looking for help as to how to fix this wrong!) It should be
noted that Texas rules of the road say that cyclists need to ride as far right at
“practicable” not “possible”…and I and other cyclists are taking the position (with good
reason) that riding on the shoulders, for the most part, is no longer “practicable”. And
if road cyclists ride on the pathways, carnage will occur, as the pathways, in most parts
of the Woodlands, are too narrow and too limited on sight distance, for a cyclist going
faster than ten (10) mph, otherwise risking a serious encounter with a walker, jogger,
possibly pushing a baby stroller or walking a dog on a leash…and there have been many
crashes and near misses.
I personally have been riding my bike an average of 6000 miles a year, with a high
percentage on road routes in the Woodlands, ranging from 18 to 26 miles, or on my
way to the start of group rides in the Woodlands, where we go to venues or on roads
outside of the Woodlands, mostly within Montgomery County. [I am also a licensed
professional (civil) engineer, even though I no longer practice, so I know a thing or two
about roadway design and traffic control]. On every ride, I am attempting to ride on
the shoulders, dodging and otherwise trying to avoid the hazards of the shoulders, but
oftentimes, having to make the transition from the shoulder to the lane of traffic, due
to the jutting curbs, and experiencing the wrath of the “angry” and “king of the road”
motorist, or the inattentive and disconnected driver…unfortunately the majority of the
drivers…and putting myself at risk of serious injury or even my life. Absolutely
unacceptable! I feel safer riding on the ample and congruous shoulders (no lips, cracks
or curbs) of roadways such as FM 1488, SH 242, SH 105, FM 1486, FM 149 and others…
what’s wrong with this picture!?
The Woodlands Development Corp, and its predecessor, put in these roadways and
deeded them to Montgomery County Precinct 3 to maintain. The TWDC did not do
things right, either because they proposed a road design that was flawed, or they did
not design and construct the road in accordance with standards and specifications for
such roads, considering the traffic, multiple uses, and longevity needs. Sure, it could
have been worse…a lot of “developments” have curb and gutter roads or roads with no
shoulders and immediate drop off to a bar ditch, with narrower width than the roads
here in the Woodlands. But to have most major roadways (not including those within a
“neighborhood”) with shoulders (because of the use of ditches for drainage, saving
money on having to install storm sewers and curb and gutter) also having a ‘protective’
curb at each intersection, that “juts out” and bisects the shoulder…for a purpose that
seems to be just to keep a vehicle from going onto the shoulder to make a right hand
turn…is DISASTER for the road cyclists that are trying to find a safe place to ride. These
are and can be school children, bike commuters, those making destination trips to and
from retail centers, or the recreational and fitness cyclist…it should not matter about

the purpose, but rather, that they are vulnerable (and fully legal) road users, with
nowhere else to safely ride! To put these riders (thousands) at undue risk, in a
community that prides itself as “bike friendly” and having the amenity of safe cycling as
one of the keys to the quality of life…is not right and needs to be corrected.
The dilemma we have is who is going to right this wrong…who is going to pay for the
changes necessary…who is going to support providing safe passage for the vulnerable
road user? TWDC will say, “it is not our responsibility, as we put in the roads, according
to plan, and deeded them to the County.” The County is going to say, “we don’t have
the money for these improvements, and they are not necessary anyway”. And the
Woodlands Township says, “we have no responsibility or control of the roadways.” In
the County’s defense, Precinct 3 recently upgraded the shoulders of Shadow Bend,
from where it intersects with Lake Woodlands Drive on the south end with Research
Forest Drive on the north end. They eliminated the cracks and the lips and uneven
surface of the shoulder…one that I usually did not ride on, but rather, I rode in the lane,
just left of the white line…now, I am fully happy to ride on this improved shoulder, as it
is ‘safe’ now…surely less hazardous. A contact should be made to Commissioner
James Noack’s office to get a cost (per unit of length) of this improvement and the
design and spec of how it was redone. MoCo Precinct 3 would not have done this if it
would have costed $$ millions, so my guess, they demonstrated that it could be done,
at a reasonable cost, without narrowing the existing roadway. There were a couple of
jutting curbs that did not get taken care of and the shoulder did not get “signage” with
a symbol of a cyclist, but I am not going to ‘kick a gift horse in the mouth.’ And Shadow
Bend is not a high volume roadway.
The shoulder improvements to create a protected bike lane need to be done, in a
phased approach, with the higher volume roadways first. Additionally, those roadways
that have serious cracks and lips and jutting curbs, should also have higher priority.
The Bike the Texas Coalition has put together an excellent and complete power point
presentation, with roadways identified and pictures of the hazards, with ranking by the
above noted criteria. Randall Cade led this effort. All of the above noted entities are
“culpable” and should be engaged in the solution…in righting this wrong…including the
primary one – Montgomery County, but with financial support from the Woodlands
Township and even TWDC. It is a matter of provide a roadway for safe conveyance of
traffic, and bicyclists and peds are included in that definition…the roadways are not just
for a motor vehicle!
Everyone opposed to these necessary improvements are citing the costs…upwards of
$30 million! That number is a factored number, which is not specific to the Woodlands
situation and issues. We already have an improved shoulder in place. We are just
talking about improving the shoulder and “cutting out” the jutting curbs. I am sure that
if the pencils were sharpened and real world factors (or contractor bids or the MoCo
Precinct 3 experience) were applied, the costs would manageable. And don’t forget
the benefit or the societal cost for doing nothing…the cost of a bicycle crash (it is
always a serious injury, with a trip to the ER and/or a bone repair (surgery) such as a

collar bone or wrist, or heaven forbid, a fatality. The elimination of the hazards that
cause well-identified and predictable accidents and serious injury or death, is more
than enough to justify the expenditure of money to make a wrong a right.   
Please let me know if you have any questions or follow-up. I offer to any of the
consultants who are preparing this Master Plan, or any other interested party, an
escorted bike ride through the Woodlands, providing first hand encounters with these
hazards and the “rush” of the buzzing motorist. Or, join the once a month Whole
Foods group bike ride that is a 24-mile ride through the Woodlands, on the fourth
Saturday of every month (see the ride calendar on the Woodlands Cycling Club web
site, www.woodlandscycling.org ). The next ride is January 23rd and it is designated as
a “beginner” or ‘social’ ride.
Thanks for listening, as I believe it is very important to provide this information…not
only the accidents and injuries, but the problem and my thoughts on the solutions. I
applaud and fully support your efforts in the preparation of this Ped and Bike Master
Plan.
Best regards,
Steve Schoger
713-724-6724
Ps. I am also supportive of improvements on our pathways (which is wholly under the
control of the Woodlands Township) to make the pathways wider and with better sight
distances, especially within a hundred meters, more or less, of every intersection. And
to provide connectivity, so a cyclist can safely ride from pathway to pathway, while
crossing the roadways. And to better utilize one of the hidden gems within the
Woodlands – the berms alongside the utility and drainage easements; they don’t need
to be paved (in fact the preference is not to have them paved, as there is a need for a
“softer” surface than concrete and asphalt), but they could surely be better developed
to provide an alternative to walking, running and biking on the roadways or pathways
and for connectivity. My wife and I use these for walking our dog, and some
strategically placed “bridges” over the drainage ditches would really help with
connectivity.
Pps. It should also be noted that there are sections of the major N-S (Gosling road,
Grogans Mill road and Kuykendahl) and E-W (The Woodlands Parkway, Lake Woodlands
Drive, and Research Forest Blvd) roadways, where the roadway goes from shoulder to
curb and gutter, causing the cyclist to have to ride in the lane of traffic, either taking
the lane, or risk being compromised to the right, or the cyclist has to abort his/her road
ride, exiting the roadway, and getting onto the pathway, which is not an easy
transition in most cases. My suggested solution is a “cycle track”, adjacent to the
roadway, but curb height. The thickness of this cycle track does not need to be any
more than the pathway or the height of the curb, because there will not be cars and

trucks on this cycle track, so the weight bearing need is basically 300 psi rather than
4000 psi! The width could vary, but at least as wide as the shoulder that was
eliminated, at least 4’; making it wider, say 6’, would be the right thing, along two
cyclists to ride side by side, or to pass say, a 4-wheel ‘gator’ who may have taken it to
get off the pathway or roadway. This is not designed to replace pathways and should
be considered “bike only”. It would also be “one way”…each side of the roadway.
Ppps. Don’t forget about the other 4 E’s…in addition to “Engineering”, there is
Enforcement, Education, Evaluation and Encouragement.

List of accidents and injuries from curbs and shoulders

Accident due to jutting curb or shoulder

Location

Name of cyclist, if known

Hit a jutting curb and thrown (endo) from bike

SB on Kuykendahl between Crown Ridge and Research Forest Dr.

Hit a jutting curb and crashed, after having to look
back to see if the traffic lane was clear to move over.

WB on Lake Woodlands Dr. between Palmer Green Pl and Kuykendahl

Hit a crack, avoiding a jutting curb and crashed

EB on Research Forest Dr., between Branch Crossing Dr. and Crown Ridge

Hit a lip on the pavement, having to move over as a
a result of a jutting curb in her path, and crashed

EB on Flint Ridge between Kuykendahl and John Copper Dr

unknown

Hit a crack, lip or curb while riding her mountain bike
with her husband, while on the shoulder; crashed

WB on Crown Ridge between Alden Bridge Dr West and East

Tracy Lukk

Hit a lip while riding on the shoulder and having to
move over to the lane of traffic to avoid a hazard

WB on Sterling Ridge Dr. between Lake Woodlands and Branch Crossing

Hit a curb or lip while riding on the shoulder, as part of
a Saturday group ride by one of the local bike shops

WB on New Trails between Research Forest Dr. and Gosling Rd
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Jody Schoger
[Coach] Joe Noack

Greg Shotts

Malcom Taylor

unknown

1/22/2016

List of accidents and injuries from curbs and shoulders

Comments
Sent to the ER with concussion and other injuries
Broke his collarbone; Joe is an expert cyclist.

Broke his collarbone; Greg was on his way to the
Thursday WCCRT team training ride at Stone
Bridge Church
On a group ride; broke collarbone

Broke her collar bone

Crashed, but no serious injury

Broke her collar bone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brittany Anderson
Chelsea Young; June Farrell
Phone Message: Ron Saikowski
Wednesday, January 20, 2016 1:51:21 PM

PHONE MESSAGE
Name

Ron Saikowski

Neighborhood

Harper’s Landing

Project/District

Woodlands Bike & Pedestrian
Plan

Phone

713.252.3729

E-mail

rsaikowski@comcast.net

Message

Wanted to provide input on the
plan via phone. He says that
Harper’s Landing is cut off
from the bike path system and
would like to see trails to
major medical
facilities/hospitals, LSC,
Costco, Walmart, etc. He also
suggested looking into
enhanced pedestrian
walkways for highway
crossings like those in
California with the flashing
lights. For the railroad
crossing, he said that in
California, they have 4’ high
chain link fences on either side
of the path with a gate that
opens and closes in sync with
the railroad crossing (i.e.
closes when a train is coming).
He would like to provide
pictures so I gave him my
email address. He also told me
that BART and CALTRAN would
have some ideas for
bike/pedestrian and that he
has been very impressed with
the system in Tucson, AZ. If
possible, he would like to find
out what the timeline is for
putting together the plan.

Brittany Anderson
Executive Assistant
banderson@jonescarter.com
                                                                          

JONES | CARTER
8701 New Trails Drive, Suite 200
The Woodlands, Texas 77381
Telephone 281.363.4039 Ext. 1001
Direct 713.389.1509
Fax 281.363.3459
One Company. Unlimited Potential.TM
www.jonescarter.com

My issue is Pathway connectivity along College Park Drive….

We have over 15,000 high school and College students in The
Woodlands who have limited or no access to our pathway system. In
addition, we have an entire Village – Harpers Landing -that has no
access to our pathways west of I-45 at all. Add to this, the hundreds of
kids who use Alden Bridge Sports Park with zero access to pathways
which now require mom or dad to drive them there – adding to the
horrendous traffic on College Park Drive.

I’m proposing we complete the pathway system that runs along College
Park Drive.

Currently there are two pieces of Pathway. One east of Northway Drive
and another short piece from Gosling to Achievement Drive.

Completing the pathway system along College Park Drive will do 5
things for our community:

1. Increase access to our Pathway system for College Park High
School students
2. Provide access to our Pathway system to the thousands who
attend Lone Star College
3. Provide an opportunity for Harpers Landing residence to access
our extensive pathway system, for the first time.
4. Allow those who use Alden Bridge Sports Park to take their bikes
instead of having parents clog our roadways.
5. As a result of providing pathway access to those above, we will
reduce some level of vehicle traffic on College Park drive, which,
we all know would be a godsend.

I formally ask the planning committee to do three things:
1. Contact the school administration at College Park High School and
ask them whether they would favor expanding pathway access
around the High School.
2. Contact administration at Lone Star College and ask them whether
they would favor expansion of the College Park pathway to reach
their campus.

3. Enlisting feedback from Harpers Landing residents about extending
College Park pathway access to their village.

You will have many options to consider in developing a Bicycle
Master Plan for The Woodlands. Please consider the size and scope of
the impact on our community if you were to complete the pathway
along College Park Drive.
Thank you for your consideration,
Curt Anderson
59 N. York Gate Ct.
Alden Bridge Village

